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Introduction

'Law is institutional normative order.' Nothing about this statement seems controversial. Indeed, it is hard to imagine any three-word definition of 'law' that would be more accurate. But each of those three words carries a second-order connotation that reveals as much about law's nature as its first-order denotation. To wit: Institutions have walls - sometimes literal, sometimes figurative - that keep things out. Norms are abstractions, distillations, and purifications that leave things out. Orders are systems, and systems seal things out. What are these 'things' that wind up outside the law (or, perhaps more to the point, must fight to get in)? There are many possible answers, but the one that I am concerned to examine in this work arises from narrative, which is one of the most fundamental modes of human expression. By keeping narratives at a distance or delay, law loses some of its essential humanity. My project is, then, an attempt to explain the relationship between law and narrative, and - in the end - to suggest ways to (re)humanize law by (re)connecting it to its narrative roots and certain cognates in the humanities.

The process of packaging law as bundles of rules is an exercise in relentless reduction. By the time a common law rule is stated or a statute is codified, it's impossible to tell from the face of that rule or statute what went into the mix that created it. What that mix includes, I submit, is a healthy dose of narrative. Thus, any account of law that ignores or skims over this fact is neither wholly valid nor completely accurate. The contention I will advance is designed to fill this lacuna, not to upend or supplant other descriptions of the law and its operation. In essence, I intend to do nothing more than peel back law's normative veneer just far enough to reveal its narrative foundation. To
do this, I offer four related (and ultimately converging) propositions. First, though law is often posited to be ‘autonomous,’ that autonomy is not necessarily absolute, though it is quite potent. It is, therefore, a force requiring active resistance. Second, narratives often stand in the formative background of laws. This is true for statutory and common law alike. Third, the ability of a legal system to absorb and digest extrasystemic narratives serves democratic ends. Fourth, educating both lawyers and the general public to think of law ‘narrativistically’ (i.e., as something more than a system of rules to be extracted from texts) can help ameliorate the dehumanizing effect of the Rule of Law’s inherent drive to universalize all that comes before it. This is the case I hope to make throughout the remainder of this book, which is broken into four parts, each of which engages one of the four central themes. The first three parts are essentially descriptive and are designed to show different aspects of the relations among laws, legal actors, and ordinary citizens and to demonstrate the significance of those relations for both law and democracy. The fourth is (at least partially) prescriptive and suggests ways to think, teach, and write about law in democratic ways that can, thereby, improve the entire justice system.

Part One begins with a look across the spectrum between full-blown theories of legal autonomy (like autopoiesis) and humanities-based accounts (like Percy Shelley’s belief that legislation has a literary basis). Though it is impossible fully to reconcile the two extremes, narrative is a possible bridge between them because both law and the humanities often take a storytelling form. To illustrate this point, I offer a reading of Camus’s The Stranger. Taking Shelley as a cue, I next consider whether literature can in fact prompt legislation. I conclude that it can, but the process is neither as simple nor as direct as Shelley would have it. By tracing Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle and Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring through legislative history, I am able to show that literary works can figure in the adoption of important legislation. I then take the first step toward explaining the process of literature-becoming-law by looking at an elaboration of Margaret Somers’s seminal work on the interaction of personal narratives with higher-order, public narrative forms. This feeds into a discussion of narrative interaction based, once again, on The Jungle and Silent Spring and the historical record surrounding the principal actors (e.g., Teddy Roosevelt) involved in the legislative offshoots of those two works. Along the way I stop to consider whether the ‘factual’ versus ‘fictional’ nature of
a narrative is solely determinative of its potential to impact law-making. (It is not.)

Part Two first considers Bernard Jackson’s narrativistic account of rule formation and observes that account at work in specific case law. I follow that discussion with a reading of Antigone that cautions against dominant public narratives that – though consistent with a narrow definition of the Rule of Law – do not offer paths along which new narrative material can be absorbed into the system. I then move to a concrete application of my theoretical observations and show how personal narratives can become institutionalized as new rules (or modifications of old ones). The cases I examine to demonstrate this process ultimately suggest a link to Ronald Dworkin’s chain novel metaphor and Stanley Fish’s attack on it. I conclude that – though Dworkin’s metaphor is not a complete description of rule building in all cases – it holds in at least some cases. But Fish is correct as well: law is a conservative institution – and one packed with generic constraints that cause it to lag behind other institutions in the face of change. We can see this at a linguistic level by looking at how slowly Scots law anglicized compared to other genres in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries or, more recently, how scientific evidence gained currency in legal proceedings much later than when it was considered conclusive in other spheres. This elides into the question of what it means to ‘find facts,’ and I turn to Robert Browning’s The Ring and the Book as a tool for answering that question and the related question of what it takes to ‘justify’ a decision.

Part Three is concerned with the relationship between law and democracy. It begins with an exploration of two concepts that are often linked in both popular and theoretical discussions: ‘democracy’ and the ‘Rule of Law.’ To show that the latter is not sufficient to the former, I offer a reading of Melville’s Billy Budd that demonstrates the problematic nature of legal rules untempered by notions of proportionality, mitigation, and a larger sense of morality. This leads to an articulation of what a democratic Rule of Law must entail and how that can be achieved. For general insight, I invoke Jürgen Habermas’s discourse theory of democracy and show how that ‘discourse’ can take a narrative form. Specifically, I show how the American jury system adds a democratic dimension to the legal system by ensuring that non-elites participate in matters of public import. Fish’s theory of ‘interpretive communities’ provides the theoretical backdrop for this discussion, which focuses on the famed O.J. Simpson and Rodney King cases. This
part concludes with observations on ‘objectivity’ in the interpretation of legal narratives and how a proper conception of objectivity can have pro-democratic consequences.

Part Four begins with a discussion of the relationship between legal and moral reasoning. I conclude – as have many others – that legal and moral reasoning are both branches of practical reasoning and that the occasional gaps that appear between their results can be explained by attending closely to how each process creates narratives. To anchor the discussion, I examine several cases in detail to show how legal narratives leave out material that moral narratives might include. I attend in particular to the formal features of appellate opinions (which by design squeeze narratives beyond recognition) and suggest that – because appellate opinions are the primary tool that lawyers use to learn and practise law – they come to define the common boundaries of the interpretive community to which lawyers belong. The lawyerly way of seeing the world is valuable, but it is also constraining. To loosen these constraints, I offer some modest suggestions for opening legal reasoning and analysis through education reforms (in the broadest leadership sense) – reforms that might well strengthen democratic institutions.

This, in outline, is the account of law that I will offer in this work. I stake no claim to a Grand Unified Theory of either law or humanities, but I do believe that storytelling – when considered as a method of arguing – can expand our understanding of how some laws come to be, other laws come to be changed, and how many laws come into democratic institutions in ways that strengthen and perpetuate those institutions. But stories are not everything. Though they help us make the world intelligible by suggesting agency and causation, they suffer the inherent limits of all things metaphoric. Other accounts – physics, for example – often offer more complete and accurate pictures (almost inevitably, another metaphor) of ‘how things really are.’ Most of us do not, however, have the mathematical skills to understand physics in anything other than an indirect, trope-laden way. So we must do with what works, all the while realizing that our descriptions are incomplete.

And what holds at the universal level holds at the narrative level as well: our law-stories can be incomplete in devastating ways. Let me illustrate and close – appropriately enough, I think – with a story about a story (infected with multiple levels of hearsay and attendant unreliability). A few years ago I represented a number of the defend-
ants in an antitrust class action. The case settled, and – as the law requires – the judge to whom the case was assigned held a final fairness hearing to ensure that the settlement was fair, adequate, and reasonable to the members of the class. Some small detail that I can’t even remember now caused the judge to want to modify the proposed judgment that the parties had negotiated; this occasioned a brief delay in the hearing. While the papers were being edited and copied, the judge decided to divert us with a yarn about his first murder trial, which had taken place many years before when he was a newly minted prosecutor. It was an open-and-shut case. The defendant had viciously knifed his victim multiple times, and there was overwhelming evidence of his guilt. The judge told us about his meticulous preparation, masterful handling of the actual trial, and – as a crowning achievement – his brilliant summation, in which he stood before the jury and, in a final flourish, pretended to plunge the knife into his own chest over and over again. He then sat down, at once exhausted and pleased. His opposing counsel slowly rose and – addressing the court – said, ‘Move to dismiss the indictment, Your Honor; the State hasn’t proved that anyone died.’ Alas! Our fearless young prosecutor had forgotten an element of his case and thereby learned a lesson that should serve to caution us as well: a good story is not always a legally sufficient story. (Oh, by the way, the court allowed our young friend to reopen his case and prove that the victim had died, which shows, I guess, that even a good lawyer sometimes needs a good editor.)